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My First Book Of Lowercase Letters

Kumon workbooks are based on the "Kumon Method", an educational philosophy that aims at
unlocking the full learning potential of each individual child. The Kumon Method introduces learning
concepts in an incremental, step-by-step approach, allowing children to master new skills easily and
without anxiety or frustration. As a result, children gain confidence in their abilities and are motivated
to learn on their own.
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I bought four Kumon workbooks for my 5 year old. This will be our first year homeschooling and I
am totally thrilled. With all of the workbooks there are about sixteen full color pages and after that
they are printed in two-color. They are all very well organized, incremental and simply laid out. The
illustrations are great - they make the pages interesting but they don't get in the way of the work.
Some children might not like how similar every page is to the next, however for my child this will be
absolutely perfect! She likes being confident in what she is supposed to do and enjoys doing the
same (or similar) thing over and over.The one thing about this particular book that I don't like is that
I don't think it has quite enough review work. It goes like this: two pages of a new letter for three
letters, then two pages of review for those three letters. The ten pages of a-z review at the end. I
think I'll photocopy the review pages to have her do over.I love the book and am confident that it will
work really well.

My kindergartener who just turned six just finished this lowercase letter workbook while on vacation
doing a few pages after breakfast each day. His report card said he needed to master his small
letters. In two weeks he had! He needed the structure of Kumon to do so. N Both my husband and
myself were impressed by his progress.

I'm a homeschooling mom and I've used this book and the book of Uppercase letters on 2 of my 4
children. I plan on using it on the younger 2 as well when they get old enough. I start this book after
they've finished the first book on Uppercase (about age 4 1/2) and it really is a great tool to use. It
teaches them how to write lowercase letters and also gives them the opportunity to re-examine
letter sounds. We normally do one letter a day and then, on the review pages, we do the first side
one day and then the second side of that review page the second day. When they are done with the
book, I feel both of my children have had a command of lowercase letters. I highly recommend it.

This workbook isnt as fun as th eother Kumon books we have gotten. Usually they are very bright
and visual with fun activities. This one is just letter after letter with nothing much entertaining.
Usually my son absolutely enjoys kumon workbooks and finishes them on his own. Not this one.
Disappointing. Needs more pictures!!

This workbook is made of quality paper which allows for multiple erasures, which is good because
multiple erasures will be needed due to a lack of practice area. It is a letter tracing book, with only
the final page (p 80) dedicated to freehand letter writing (each lowercase letter is written once, and
beside it there is a box where the letter is copied and written). Overall, great book for beginners,
under 5's, but not suited for kindergarteners, who need to practice writing out the letters. Also, as
with all Kumon workbooks, the pages cannot be torn out, which makes writing on the left side of the
workbook extremely difficult.

Homeschooling Irish Twins for Kindergarten. This is part of our Language Arts curriculum for the
Fall. We do 2 pages a day, the days we stay home to homeschool. The girls would actually like to
do more in one sitting, but this is just for the Fall and then we will have another workbook for the
spring.

It starts off with just lines so your child can practice just holding a pencil and increasing ther

dexterity . It's nice to have something like this instead of having to look up worksheets online. Each
book comes with a certificate of completion which really motivated my younger children .

very sequential - teaches letters in the order in which they will be easiest to learn to write. My
grandson, 5, with special needs finished it and other Kumon books to ready him for Kindergarten.
We waited an extra year for him to start Kindergarten and prepared him with Kumon materials to
ready him for Kindergarten. Each time he finishes a Kumon book, he gets to either put the certificate
on my wall or take it home to mom and dad. I also give him his choice of a small prize for each
workbook he completes. But the greatest prize he gets is the good feeling that he can learn. My
prize is seeing the pride in his face and his increased calmness.
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